
 

Application Reference Number: 14/02713/FUL  Item No: 4b 
 

COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
Date: 5 March 2015 Ward: Guildhall 
Team: Major and 

Commercial Team 
Parish: Guildhall Planning Panel 

 
Reference:  14/02713/FUL 
Application at:  Former Car Repair Garage to Rear of 70 To 72 Huntington 

 Road York   
For: Variation of conditions 2 and 20 and removal of condition 15 

of  permitted application 13/00349/FUL to  amend approved 
plans to allow previously proposed integral garages to be 
used as habitable rooms and for the construction of 4 no. 
garages adjacent to western boundary. 

By:  Dimmack Brothers Ltd. 
Application Type: Full Application 
Target Date:  29 January 2015 
Recommendation: Approve 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 This application was reported to the Area Planning Sub-Committee on the 5th 
February 2015 with a recommendation that Members approve the application. A 
copy of the report is attached as Annex 1. 
 
1.2 Members may recall that the application was deferred for the applicant to review 
the height, design and materials of the garage block.  
 
1.3 An amended plan has been submitted which shows the garage block reduced in 
height by 200mm. This has been achieved by reducing the pitch of the roof to 20 
degrees (as it slopes from eaves level at the joint boundary). The changed roof pitch 
means that the ridge of the roof is 500 mm further from the joint (western) boundary. 
The applicant has indicated that the new pitch of roof will still allow for a slate roof 
covering; however this may require another waterproof membrane underneath the 
slates or other additional structure to secure the tiles. 
 
1.4 Members may also recall that an update was provided to committee which 
indicated that the Environment Agency did not object to the application but that 
Officers should be satisfied that the proposed amendments will not increase flood 
risk elsewhere. The Environment Agency said that the garages could be designed to 
allow the free ingress and egress of possible future flood flows so as not to displace 
them onto others. It should be ensured that resulting surface water run off is not 
increased and that ground level is not raised above the existing levels. Members 
were informed that the proposed garages were to have permeable floors and the 
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details and retention of these floors was proposed as an additional condition (see 
condition 19 below). 
 
1.5 Members are asked to review the remainder of the report at Annex 1 which 
addresses the proposed material amendment details as a whole.  
 
2.0 CONCLUSION 
 
2.1 The conclusions of the report are not changed as a result of the amended 
details. The conclusions are set out in the original report at Annex 1and are as 
follows:- 
 

 The amended layout and additional garages are considered to provide an 
acceptable relationship with the adjacent properties and therefore there is no 
basis to resist the application on residential amenity grounds.  

 

 The new garage arrangement provides for the turning and parking of vehicles 
and is acceptable to Highway Network Management. 

 

 It is not anticipated that the additional garages will increase the risk of flooding 
to adjacent properties.  

 

 This minor material amendment application is considered to be acceptable. 
 
3.0  RECOMMENDATION:   Approve 
 
 1  The development shall be begun not later than the 9th July 2016. 
 
Reason:  To ensure compliance with Sections 91 to 93 and Section 56 of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by section 51 of the Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004. 
 
 2  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 
following plans and other submitted details:- 
 
REA-017-013 Site/Location Plan. REA-017-013  01A Site Plan. REA-017-013 02H        
Proposed Site Plan. REA-017-013 03G Proposed Ground Floor Plan. REA-017-013       
04F Proposed First Floor Plan. REA-017-013 05F Proposed Second Floor Plan. 
REA-017-013 06F Proposed Third Floor Plan. REA-017-013 07E Proposed 
elevations (sheet 1 of 2). REA-017-013 08E Proposed Elevations (sheet 2 of 2). 
REA/117/013 10D Garage Plans and elevations. Flood Risk Assessment dated 3 
June 2013. 
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Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure that the development is carried 
out only as approved by the Local Planning Authority. 
 
 3  Notwithstanding any proposed materials specified on the approved drawings 
or in the application form submitted with the application, samples of the external 
materials to be used shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the development.  The 
development shall be carried out using the approved materials. 
 
Note: Because of limited storage space at our offices it would be appreciated if 
sample materials could be made available for inspection at the site. Please make it 
clear in your approval of details application when the materials will be available for 
inspection and where they are located.  
 
Reason:  So as to achieve a visually cohesive appearance. 
 
 4  No development shall take place until there has been submitted and approved 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority a detailed landscaping scheme which shall 
illustrate the number, species, height and position of trees and shrubs.  This scheme 
shall be implemented within a period of six months of the completion of the 
development.  Any trees or plants which within a period of five years from the 
completion of the development die, are removed or become seriously damaged or 
diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of a similar size 
and species, unless alternatives are agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 
 
Reason:  So that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied with the variety, 
suitability and disposition of species within the site. 
 
 5  Prior to the development commencing details of the cycle parking areas, 
including means of enclosure, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. The building shall not be occupied until the cycle parking 
areas and means of enclosure have been provided within the site in accordance 
with such approved details, and these areas shall not be used for any purpose other 
than the parking of cycles. 
 
Reason:  To promote use of cycles thereby reducing congestion on the adjacent 
roads and in the interests of the amenity of neighbours. 
 
 6  The building shall not be occupied until the areas shown on the approved 
plans for parking and manoeuvring of vehicles (and cycles, if shown) have been 
constructed and laid out in accordance with the approved plans, and thereafter such 
areas shall be retained solely for such purposes. 
 
Reason:  In the interests of highway safety. 
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 7  Prior to works starting on site a dilapidation survey of the highways adjoining 
the site shall be jointly undertaken with the Council and the results of which shall be 
agreed in writing with the LPA. 
 
Reason:   In the interests of the safety and good management of the public highway. 
 
 8  No gates shall be fitted so as to open outwards over the adjacent public 
highway. 
 
Reason:  To prevent obstruction to other highway users. 
 
 9  Prior to the commencement of the development a detailed plan showing all 
proposed works ( new build or repair and alterations) to boundary walls  shall be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the approved 
detail shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority before 
any dwelling is first occupied. 
 
Reason: To ensure the scheme complies with the flood risk Assessment 
requirements and in the interest of visual amenity and the residential amenity of 
adjacent residential dwellings. 
 
10  Unless otherwise agreed by the Local Planning Authority, development other 
than that required to be carried out as part of an approved scheme of remediation 
must not commence until parts a to c of this condition have been complied with: 
 
a. Site Characterisation 
 
An investigation and risk assessment, in addition to any assessment provided with 
the planning application, must be completed in accordance with a scheme to assess 
the nature and extent of any contamination on the site, whether or not it originates 
on the site. The contents of the scheme are subject to the approval in writing of the 
Local Planning Authority. The investigation and risk assessment must be 
undertaken by competent persons and a written report of the findings must be 
 
produced. The written report is subject to the approval in writing of the Local 
Planning Authority. The report of the findings must include: 
 
(i) a survey of the extent, scale and nature of contamination (including ground gases 
where appropriate); 
 
(ii) an assessment of the potential risks to: 
 
- human health, 
 
- property (existing or proposed) including buildings, crops, livestock, pets, woodland 
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and service lines and pipes, 
 
- adjoining land, 
 
- groundwaters and surface waters, 
 
- ecological systems, 
 
- archaeological sites and ancient monuments; 
 
(iii) an appraisal of remedial options, and proposal of the preferred option(s). 
 
This must be conducted in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency's 
'Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR 11'. 
 
b. Submission of Remediation Scheme 
 
A detailed remediation scheme to bring the site to a condition suitable for the 
intended use by removing unacceptable risks to human health, buildings and other 
property and the natural and historical environment must be prepared, and is 
 
subject to the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must 
include all works to be undertaken, proposed remediation objectives and 
remediation criteria, timetable of works and site management procedures. The 
 
scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as contaminated land under Part 
IIA of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the intended use of the 
land after remediation. 
 
c. Implementation of Approved Remediation Scheme 
 
The approved remediation scheme must be carried out in accordance with its terms 
prior to the commencement of development other than that required to carry out 
remediation, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
Local Planning Authority must be given two weeks written notification of 
commencement of the remediation scheme works. Following completion of 
measures identified in the approved remediation scheme, a verification report that 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the remediation carried out must be produced, 
and is subject to the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority. 
 
Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land 
and neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, 
property and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried 
out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite 
receptors. 
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11  C2 Reporting of Unexpected Contamination In the event that contamination is 
found at any time when carrying out the approved development that was not 
previously identified it must be reported in writing immediately to the Local Planning 
Authority. An investigation and risk assessment must be undertaken in accordance 
with the requirements of the previous condition, and where remediation is necessary 
a remediation scheme must be prepared, which is subject to the approval in writing 
of the Local Planning Authority. Following completion of measures identified in the 
approved remediation scheme a verification report must be prepared, which is 
subject to the approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority in accordance with 
the previous condition. 
 
Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land 
and neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, 
property and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried 
out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite 
receptors. 
 
12  The development shall be carried out in accordance with the submitted Flood 
Risk Assessment (by Yew Tree Associates, dated 03/06/13) and the following 
mitigation measures it details: 
 
i. Finished floor levels will be set no lower than 9.7m above Ordnance Datum (AOD). 
 
ii. The development should incorporate the flood proofing measures detailed on 
pages 8, 9 & 10. 
 
iii. Permeable surfaces will be used parking and footpath areas; there will be a 
reduction in the impermeable surfacing area from 100% of the existing site to 
approximately 40%. 
 
The mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and 
subsequently in accordance with the timing / phasing arrangements embodied within 
the scheme, or within any other period as may subsequently be agreed, in writing, 
by the local planning authority. 
 
Reason: To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future 
occupants and to reduce the overall amount of surface water runoff by the 
introduction of permeable surfaces. 
 
13  Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that 
Order with or without modification), no development of the type described in Classes 
A to F of Schedule 2, Part 1 of the Order shall be erected or provided. 
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Reason: The site is closely related to adjacent residential properties and provides 
close relationships within the site. Any further development would need to be 
considered in this context and taking into account the introduction of further 
impermeable areas into an area of flood risk. 
 
14  The ground floor area of the dwellings hereby approved shall not be used for 
bedroom accommodation. 
 
Reason: To reduce the impact of flooding on the proposed development and future 
occupants. 
 
15  Large scale details at a scale of 1:20 (and where appropriate cross sections) 
of the following shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 
authority prior to the commencement of development. Development shall be carried 
out in accordance with the approved details. 
 
a) Roof cappings/flashings, edge details, soffits  
 
b) Windows, and external doors. 
 
c) Balconies. 
 
Reason: So that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied with these details 
 
16  Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that 
Order with or without modification), no windows or other openings shall be inserted 
in the rear elevation of unit 1 facing the garden area of 70 Huntington Road without 
the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority. 
 
Reason: To protect the residential amenity of the occupants of 70 Huntington Road 
 
17  Individual flood gates/water tight external doors shall be fitted to each dwelling. 
 
Reason: To ensure that possible future flood flows are not pushed onto others and 
so that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied that adequate flood protection 
measures have been provided. 
 
 
18  Development shall not begin until details of foul and surface water drainage 
works have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority, and carried out in accordance with these approved details. 
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Details to include: 
 
(i) Calculations and invert levels to ordnance datum of the existing surface water 
system should be provided together with details to include calculations and invert 
levels to ordnance datum of the proposals for the new development.  This will 
enable the impact of the proposals on the downstream watercourse to be assessed. 
 
(ii) The development should not be raised above the level of the adjacent land, to 
prevent runoff from the site affecting nearby properties. Where existing ground 
levels are to be raised to satisfy the EA's minimum ground floor level requirements 
then details should be provided to prevent surface water discharging onto nearby 
properties. 
 
Additional surface water shall not be connected to any foul / combined sewer, if a 
suitable surface water sewer is available. 
 
(iii) An appropriate assessment should be carried out under BRE Digest 365, 
(preferably carried out in winter), to prove that the ground has sufficient capacity to 
except surface water discharge from the proposed permeable paving, and to 
prevent flooding of the surrounding land and the paving itself. 
 
Please note that City of York Council's Flood Risk Management Team should 
witness the BRE Digest 365 test. 
 
(iv) If the above permeable paving proves to be unsuitable then In accordance 
with City of York Councils Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and in agreement with 
the Environment Agency and the York Consortium of Internal Drainage Boards, 
peak run-off from developments must be attenuated to 70% of the existing rate 
(based on 140 l/s/ha of proven connected impermeable areas). Storage volume 
calculations, using computer modelling, must accommodate a 1:30 year storm with 
no surface flooding, along with no internal flooding of buildings or surface run-off 
from the site in a 1:100 year storm.  Proposed areas within the model must also 
include an additional 20% allowance for climate change. The modelling must use a 
range of storm durations, with both summer and winter profiles, to find the worst-
case volume required. 
 
Please note that the introduction of landscaped areas within the scheme only 
provides a 20% reduction in surface water run-off. 
 
(v) Construction details of the proposed flood protection wall to the eastern 
boundary tied into the wall from the adjacent development by Barrett Homes and 
constructed to 10.81m AOD. 
 
(vi) Construction details of the Individual flood gates/water tight external doors to 
be fitted to each dwelling 
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Reason:  So that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied with these details for 
the proper drainage of the site and adequate flood protection measures have been 
provided. 
 
19  Details of the permeable paving to the garage floors shown on drawing 
REA/117/013 10 rev D shall be submitted to and approved in writing before the 
construction of the garage area is commenced. Thereafter the permeable paving 
shall be installed in accordance with the approved detail before the garages are 
brought into use and maintained as a permeable surface thereafter.  
 
Reason: To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development, future 
occupants and adjacent properties.  
 
4.0  INFORMATIVES: 
Notes to Applicant 
 
 1. STATEMENT OF THE COUNCIL`S POSITIVE AND PROACTIVE APPROACH 
 
In considering the application, the Local Planning Authority has implemented the 
requirements set out within the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraphs 
186 and 187) in seeking solutions to problems identified during the processing of the 
application.  The Local Planning Authority took the following steps in order to 
achieve a positive outcome: 
 
- Amended plans received following consideration and discussion of initial 
amendments 
 
Contact details: 
Author: Diane Cragg Development Management Officer (Mon/Tues/Wed) 
Tel No: 01904 551351 
 
 
Annex 1 – 5 February 2015,  Former Car Repair Garage to Rear of 70 To 72 
Huntington Report.  


